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Summary
Employee misclassification is a significant problem that continues to plague the labor market. Unscrupulous and unknowing employers alike are costing individual workers and society tremendously. Not only are workers missing out on legal protections, but society is losing contributions from employers that should be paid into different employment systems (payroll taxes, unemployment benefits, workers compensation benefits, etc.). In order to combat this problem I recommend

- targeted enforcement of misclassification,
- expansion of laws covering independent contractors,
- cross agency collaboration, and
- a single, unified test for determining whether a worker is an “employee.”

What is employee misclassification?
Employee misclassification occurs when an employer categorizes an employee or group of employees as an ‘independent contractor’ instead of an employee.¹

What is the difference between an employee and an independent contractor?
The fundamental difference between an employee and an independent contractor is control over the work being performed. “Employers have the right to direct the means, methods and outcome of their employees’ work. Independent contractors, properly classified, are not employees but are in business for themselves. They are hired to accomplish a task or tasks determined by the employer but retain the right to control how they will accomplish it.”²
Why do employers misclassify their employees as independent contractors?
Perhaps a small reason, but one important to note, is that different laws (for example, tax laws and labor laws) define “employee” and “independent contractor” differently. As a result, some employers, without any illegal intent, are misclassifying their employees due to the confusing and ambiguous nature of the law.

More centrally, many employers intentionally misclassify their employees as independent contractors to save money. “Employers have powerful economic incentives to limit or cut labor costs . . . The immediate advantages are, for many employers, worth the remote risk of being caught and penalized.” Employers who misclassify their employees generally avoid many of their obligations under employment, including labor, tax, wage and anti-discrimination statutes. For example, the Fair Labor Standard Act (FLSA) sets a standard for minimum wages and overtime pay. However, the FLSA only applies to employees and not independent contractors.

Further, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), the National Labors Relations Act (NLRA) and Title VII, all statutes designed to protect and enhance worker rights, apply only to employees and not independent contractors. Employers who misclassify also avoid paying worker’s compensation insurance, payroll taxes and unemployment insurance. This can give these employers an unfair increased advantage in the economic market by lowering their costs and expenses.

Of all these factors, avoiding workers compensation costs may be the largest motivation behind employers who misclassify their employees. “Avoiding workers compensation payments is the leading reason that employers intentionally misclassify workers, a larger factor than non-payment of unemployment insurance contributions.” As will be elaborated on below, this leads to increased costs for the businesses who are properly classifying their workers as employees and it puts law abiding companies at a competitive disadvantage.

What are the costs associated with the misclassification of employees?
The costs to workers and society by misclassification are extensive. States are losing large amounts of revenue. “At income tax time, workers misclassified as independent contractors are known to under-report their personal income. Therefore, the state experiences a loss of income tax revenue.” In 2004 this was estimated to cost the State of Massachusetts alone $152 million in lost revenue.
The misclassified employees are also victims; they may lose out on overtime or minimum wage pay, workers compensation benefits, and unemployment benefits. They may also face discrimination without the protection and remedies afforded by employment laws. Misclassified workers may also be discriminated against based on union affiliation or activities, because the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”) does not extend its protections to independent contractors.

Businesses that compete against employers who misclassify their employees are put in a competitive disadvantage. “Misclassification destabilizes the business climate, creating an unlevel playing field and causing law-abiding businesses to suffer unfair competition.” As mentioned previously, employers who misclassify their employees avoid having to pay a number of taxes. This cuts an employer’s costs and allows them to underbid their law-abiding competition. This can be especially detrimental to employers in industries that use a competitive bidding system, such as the construction industry.

Furthermore, law-abiding businesses end up picking up the slack for businesses that are misclassifying their employees. “Responsible employers carry an undue burden: to the extent that misclassifying employers are not paying into insurance funds, responsible employers making up the difference in higher premiums.” Therefore, not only are these employers causing the government to lose out on money, but they are also increasing costs for employers who are following the law and classifying their employees properly.

**What are the costs of employee misclassification in New York?**

New York State faces the same challenges as other states. A 2007 report based on Department of Labor (DOL) audits covering most of New York’s major industries found that between the period of 2002-2005 in New York State, each year the average amount of income underreported to the unemployment insurance program was $4,283,663,772. The amount in underreported unemployment insurance taxes over the same time equaled $175,674,161. Given the difficult economic times the State is facing, it desperately needs use of all possible revenue streams.

Individual workers across the state are suffering through misclassification as well. The DOL estimates that an estimated 39,587 New York employers in the audited industries misclassify some 704,785 employees each year. That amounts to 10.3% of the private sector workforce within the audited industries.

**What solutions have been suggested?**

Given the widespread nature of worker misclassification, several solutions are needed. First, agencies that enforce labor standards should focus their
efforts on high profile cases of misclassification that will garner a lot of attention in the media and the employer’s industry. Going after the largest employers or most blatant cases of misclassification in an industry will send a message that misclassification is taken seriously and that an employer will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law for a violation.

Next, the guidelines for determining whether a worker is an independent contractor or an employee should be clarified, and to the extent possible, made uniform. Many employers are not intentionally misclassifying their workers. The misclassification is the result of confusion over the existing laws and the ambiguous and multi-factored nature of the tests used to determine worker status.

Perhaps creating a legal presumption that all workers are employees would help to alleviate the problem of employers accidentally misclassifying their workers. In 2008, a bill had been proposed in the New York State Senate creating just such a legal presumption, but no action has since been taken. Another possibility is to simply extend more legal protections to independent contractors. Why should an employer be allowed to discriminate against workers based on sex, age, religion, national origin, disability, etc. simply because they are independent contractors?

New York could also pass legislation to increase penalties against employers who misclassify their employees. If employers feel that the chance of getting caught is low and the penalties for being caught are also low, then they are less afraid to misclassify. By increasing penalties, the state will make many employers think twice about improperly misclassifying their employees.

Finally, the government should extend educational outreach programs to both employers and employees. This helps honest employers by showing them how to determine a workers classification. This also helps employees by teaching them how classification status is determined. Employees could then determine whether they feel they are being misclassified and could go to the appropriate government agency for help. This helps to put power in the hands of workers so that they can help combat the misclassification problem that is occurring in an alarming rate across the state of New York.
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